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O ver the past several years, a smallbut vocal group of scientists and
social commentators have challenged the
scientific consensus on ozone depletion.
Their arguments range widely, but at
their heart are the ideas that observed
ozone losses are part of nature, rather
than induced by human actions; the
global ozone balance is hardy enough to
handle such losses; and even if slight
ozone depletion occurs, the effects will
be minimal. Those who are closest to
the action-the scientists who fly over
the Arctic and Antarctic and do labora-
tory work on ozone destruction-tend to
disagree. They find the evidence clear
that human-produced chlorofluorocar-
bons (CFCs) have been interacting with
geography, seasonal conditions, and
perhaps even volcanic debris to deplete
ozone well beyond natural levels.

What if this debate isn't the real
story? It's clear that millions of tons of
ozone are being destroyed each year over
the Antarctic in a steadily worsening
ozone hole (see Figure I). Lesser
depletions appear to be spreading to the
rest of the world. But the real question
tor life on earth is how the amount of
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ozone in the stratosphere (10-30 miles,
or 15-50 kilometers, high) reduces the
amount of solar ultraviolet-B (UV-B)
light reaching the earth's surface. It's
UV-B-not ozone itself, or the lack of
it-that gives us trouble, in the form of

skin cancer and other biological damage.
And UV-B is extremely tricky to
measure. It varies depending on the
time of day, day of year, latitude, weather
conditions, and amount of ozone aloft
(see page 3).

How much ozone has really been lost?
While satellite readings of stratospheric ozone loss aren't infallile-their error rates are
several percent they are by far the most comprehensive dataset available. NCAR's Sasha
Madronich points to data from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) aboard the
Nimbus-7 satellite. For annually averaged data from 1979 to 1992, the TOMS data show
losses in stratospheric ozone of less than 2 percent above the tropics, 4-3 percent at
inidlatitudes, close to 10 percent over the Arctic, and 10-20 percent over the Antarctic. Some
of the loss was apparently triggered by Mt. Pinatubo's 1991 eruption, which sent huge masses
of chlorine and sttlfur into the stratosphere. But Madronich notes that the volcano's effects
were likely enhanced by CFCs, through a process that can be explained through known
chemical reactions.

Likewise, ozone concentrations in springtime probably have always been lower over the
Antarctic than the Arctic, doe to the peculiar Antarctic geography and climate. However, says
Madronich, only in the past 10 to 20 years has the seasonal depletion over Antarctica reached
levels severe enough (including total depletion at somec altitudes) to he called an ozone hole.
°A basic claim fof dissenters] is that the current ozone hole was discovered in the 1950s and
so is a natural event. That's absolutely false," -- Bob Henson

Figure 1: Shown is the total
ozone column measured over
Antarctica between 1956 and
199!. Squares are ground-
based measuremens from
Halley Bay; triangles and
circles are from satellite-horne
instr uments. In October 1993.
a record 1o' daily reading of
88 units wsas recorded at the
South Pole. (Reprinted fronm
"Scientific Assessment ofOone
Depletion: 1991," Global
O--one Research and Mon itoring'
Pioject Report 25. World
Meteorological Organization,
Geneva, 1991.)
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Scientists have now devised tech-
niques that use satellite and ground-based
measurements of ozone to predict how
much UV-B a certain location will get at
a given time of day. This means that the
"'ultraviolet outlook" is about to become
part of your daily weather forecast. The
new UV outlooks should help society
get accustomed to the idea that UV-B is
dangerous and very variable-with or
without CFCs. The forecasts may also
steer energy from the contentious debate
over ozone depletion toward the creation
of products and practices that will help
us better understand and deal with ultra-
violet light.
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How ozone loss translates into
skin-cancer increases

As one of the handful of world experts
on UV-B and its relation to stratospheric
ozone, NCAR's Sasha Madronich has
been studying the potential for wide-
spread increases in skin cancer due to
ozone depletion. Madronich recently
published the first paper that quantifies
possible increases in skin-cancer rates at
various latitudes due to the global ozone
depletion measured by TOMS, the Total
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (see box
on page 1). From the TOMS data,
Madronich calculated the biological ef-
fects using data from laboratory studies
of three different UV impacts: redden-
ing of human skin (erythema), skin
cancer in mice, and damage to pure DNA
in vitro.

The results are significant. At the
latitude of Toronto and Milwaukee, for
example, Madronich predicts that future
squamous-cell cancers based on 1992
exposure should be about 20% more fre-
quent than from 1979 exposure, due to
the UV increase. Toward the equator,
the percentage increases are lower, but
actual skin-cancer totals will tend to be
higher due to the higher sun. Because
skin cancer is hastened by higher expo-
sure, further ozone loss would only raise
Madronich's percentages.

Why haven't doctors been inundated
with increases in skin cancer already? It
apparently takes several decades to
induce most kinds of skin cancer. "Cur-
rent rates of skin cancer have nothing to
do with ozone depletion," says
Madronich. "We didn't have midlatitude
ozone depletion in the 1960s and 1970s,
when today's skin cancer cases were be-
ing generated."

Isn't where you live, or your lifestyle,
more important than these changes in
ozone? After all, someone in San Anto-
nio should still get more UV-B than
someone in Seattle, no matter how much
stratospheric ozone is lost. Precisely the
point, says Madronich. "People have said
that the effect of ozone depletion on
cancer rates is the equivalent of moving
from New York to Washington, D.C.
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Sasha Madronich. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)

Yes, that's true-and again, you would
see more skin cancer." Madronich also
points out that, while other variations in
UV-B come and go, the impact of ozone
depletion, even when small, is ever-
present. It's as if a constant bit of money
were withdrawn each day from your bank
account without your knowledge. Your
average balance would rise and fall as
before-but the high points would be
slightly lower, and if you needed to main-
tain a minimum balance, the new low
points might put you below it.

Doing something about
weather and UV

Weather is the great underdiscussed
variable in the ozone and UV-B world.
It stands to reason that you'll encounter
less ultraviolet light on a dank, overcast
day than on a sunny one. (Note that at
least 40% of the UV-B reaching any
point at ground level is reflected from
the sky or clouds, rather than coming
directly from the sun, so you could sit
under a beach umbrella and still be
vulnerable to UV-B coming in from sky
beneath the umbrella canopy.)

Less obvious meteorological factors
also play a role in how much UV-B gets
to earth. If a large high-pressure ridge
sits over a region, it can effectively push
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ozone upward and outward from the stratosphere Jutw a isW B -n
above, causing the ozone layer to be locally thin-
ner by a substantial margin. Even for two sunny why is it ohrd to mec
days that are otherwise identical, such factors can
deplete the total atmospheric ozone above a given magne~ yo'r at aaldar thtcagst
spot by as much as 35%.* This local, temporary luc otergseol ofn that eac
ozone depletion can have more impact on a given itm hr' otmet a orlnh
day than the long-term depletion attributed to hu-
man activities. Of course, temporary depletion Enier fac a iia rdcmn nd
balances out over time, while the latter doesn't. mesrmn odfiut Vi htpr

wavelegh betee 280 and 400 nanomet
News reports on ozone depletion haven't em- this is UV-A 1lit, only mildysoited v

phasized the effects of day-to-day meteorological reltively benign to tmost plant ite. But t
factors on ozone. But with these variations so thusn folntloer wtavelenlgtsrfre

large that they beg to be considered, forecasters Fortuntey,zone does mostof isUVsr
are starting to interpret this information and sun is lowinthe sk.the raysps hog
package it for the public. UV-B is asre. 'The lowstan4t moi In

quite differnt on one end tan th thrn
In June 1992, Canada's Atmospheric sprs bu eydmgn~erl110~t

Environment Service (AES)-their equivalent of les detutv.Cose to31 nanomter i,
the U.S. National Weather Service, or NWS- and imppact ofrays comine topouc h

Sensitivity of Spectral Transmission A sesrta agsolytettleeg e
150 tel yo oIuho hteeg sa h

And, like asiything left out in th~e sun uonlay
o 100 sensors are vulnerale to weathiering, contar

0
Thi ozone toepantesnl igs is

nun ^'" UV-B. Low-leve haze and pluioin my IN
E aerosol fwpret ehp oei ihyplue

F0 50zenith angle befor~e 1980. All els being eqal the pas

r ~cloud rJue

0he says.. For one thing, the er eige
280 300 320 340 360 380 400 locations, nt more sutletrnsoerima

of at least 21 oe t leasuttnyas"Mdo
Wavelength, nm EAsWlimBradare:"tspoa

Figure 2: This graph shows how different wav'elengths more thana simple indicato.Ln-emt
of light are transmitted thr ough the atmosphere under Seragormntgncsadpive
v.arying conditions. Percentages of the solar input are instrmnts. TheNtional Isiueof Sad
shown foi each w avelength (in nanometers,ormm). The guidelnes for UV mesrmn i i
hold line .shows results of a delta-Eddington r-adiativc Maryland. Once bette instrmnaci
transfer model for a clear sky (no aerosol or clouds), an mlonitor isimpertive say th exets h
ozone column of 300 Dobson units (DU), a surface spei Adiitatoad h .. Datn
alhedo (reflectiv'ity') of 0.05, and a solar zenith angle of sizable ntional netwrks.
300(the angle between the sun and an imaginaryv erti- One study hints at the research possible with
cal line). The effect of changing each parameter i- UJVspectroradioeiiter based in Toronto. Jan
viduallv is shown by the thinner lines. The new values of Canada's Atmlospheric Environmnent Serv
are cloud optical depth = 32, solar zenith angle = 6 0 , first timeiat one location-a strong correh
aerosol visible range = 10 kilometers (6 miles), ozone UV-B increases for 1989-93. For longer-te
columni= 150 DU. and suiface albedo=-0.60. Note that networ~ks must be put into plce
the ozonie change (shaded) is the one that most affects " Right now there are no good, spectrally re
light in the UV-B range (280 to 315 nm). States to speak of," says Barnard. "Resolu
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started issuing a daily UV index for cit-
ies across the country. The AES came
up with their index through a statistical
relationship between ozone readings and
UV-B measurements, both taken from
ground-based Canadian instruments.
Each forecast is a single number, usu-
ally between 0 and 10 at Canadian lati-
tudes, that corresponds to the amount of
UV radiation expected at a given locale
at noon on the next day, assuming clear
or partly cloudy skies (the figure is ad-
justed downward if an overcast is ex-
pected). The new forecasts were un-
veiled by AES in conjuction with a ma-
jor public-awareness campaign.

So far, according to researcher
Thomas McElroy of the AES head-
quarters in Toronto, the UV index is a
runaway hit. "Our test surveys over-
whelmingly indicate that the level of
awareness and education has gone up,"
he says. A sample of 1200 Canadians
showed that around 73% knew of the
UV index and 59% of those had changed
their living patterns at least once based
on the index (by avoiding exposure,
putting on sunscreen, and the like).
Industry also has taken note, says
McElroy. "We've had businesses
making research funds available to
people in universities. We've seen

companies issuing public reports on UV
topics. More and more companies have
come to AES to see about using our logo
as a 'seal of approval' on their products
or to calibrate their own UV-measuring
instruments."

Gearing up for U.S. forecasts
The United States is now preparing

to follow Canada's lead. A few private
firms, such as the forecasting concern
Accu-Weather, have already experi-
mented with UV forecasts. Perhaps as
soon as this summer, the federal govern-
ment will begin a daily UV advisory.
Testing has been under way at the
Environmental Protection Agency's
laboratory in Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina. Using a technique
slightly different from Canada's, the EPA
has been connecting ozone and UV mea-
surements with a radiative-transfer com-
puter model. The resulting forecasts of
UV-B for Research Triangle Park agreed
with ground-based measurements to
within 5-10 percent. "We've had excel-
lent correlations," says William Barnard,
EPA's UV-monitoring manager.

The EPA, NWS, and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration's Climate Analysis Center are
collaborating to develop the UV index

through an interagency agreement. Plans
are still in flux, but the final product will
likely be, as in Canada, a single number
corresponding to a given amount of
UV-B at ground level for solar noon and
clear skies. A 10 in Minneapolis would
represent the same UV intensity as a 10
in Miami (although Miami would score
far more 10s per year). Local meteo-
rologists may have to factor in cloudi-
ness for their own area.

If Canada's experience is any indica-
tor, the new forecasts should give a boost
to the U.S. sunscreen industry and make
UV-B more of a household word.
Personal, inexpensive UV meters may
grow in popularity. Whether this
heightened public awareness will change
the tenor of the public debate on ozone
depletion is anyone's guess.

Along with his professional knowl-
edge, Bill Barnard has learned of the
power of UV-B on a very personal level.
"My brother was exposed to a lot of sun
while sailing on the Chesapeake Bay in
the 1950s," says Barnard. "He's a red-
headed, fair-skinned individual. He has
had about 300 stitches over his shoulders,
neck, and back to remove various skin
cancers in the last ten years."

-Bob Henson, NCAR Outreach
Program

Calendar/Announcements
March 3-6
Ecotech '94
Integrating Environmental Concerns with Economic
Growth
Leesburg, Virginia

Information: 303-870-9798

March 16-17
Global Environmental
Management Initiative
Environmental Management in
a Global Economy
Arlington. Virginia

Information. 202-842-3600

March 21-25
The Globe Foundation of Canada
Globe '94--Developing the Business of
the Environment
Trade Fair and Conference on
Business and the Environment

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Information: 604-755-1994

April 5--8
Air & Waste Management Association
Global Climate Change: Science, Policy, and
Mitigation Strategies
Phoenix, Arizona

Information: 602-250-3569

April 10-13
University of Montreal
International Symposium:
When Science Becomes Culture
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Information: 514-285-1450

April 12-13
Earth Resources Association
U.S. Global Change Policy Symposium
Washington, D.C
Information: 612-822-3702

April 25-26
Walter Orr Roberts Institute/
UCAR Office of Interdisciplinary Earth Studies
Workshop on Industrial Interests and
Concerns in Climate and Severe Weather
Boulder, Colorado

Information: 303-497-2109

June 19-24
Air and Waste Management Association
AWMA 87th Annual Meeting and Exhibition
Cincinnati, Ohio

Information: 412-232-3444

July 19-20
UCAR Corporate Affiliates Program/
Walter Orr Roberts Institute
Attaining Economic and Environmental Balance: A
Symposium on
Sustainable Development
Boulder, Colorado

Information: 303-497-2112
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Guest Opinion: Mickey Glantz, NCAR
Political scientist Mickev GlantL heads
the NCAR Environmental and Societal
Impacts Group (ESIG), which studies
the effects on society of weather, climate,
and their prediction. Last November he
participated in the first International
Symposium on Trade and the Environ-
ment, sponsored in Minneapolis by the
Minnesota State Bar Association and the
University of Minnesota. Below are his
reflections on the meeting.

I recently attended a conference on
trade and the environment.

Admittedly, I had not given this topic
much thought, although I should say that
I am instinctively suspicious about claims
by industries that they are friends of the
environment. In that regard I rely on the
old adage: "I'm from Missouri. Show
me."

Most of the conference attendees
were lawyers and trade technocrats,
people who know all the intricacies of
the written and unwritten rules that regu-
late international trade. My eyes were
opened to some really important trade
issues and, sadly, to the fact that most
technocrats are not directly concerned
about human aspects of the interactions
of trade and its impacts on the environ-
ment. How trade might relate to human
welfare was not mentioned until the sec-
ond day, and then only a few comments
were made in passing. For example, a
foreign trade specialist, referring to de-
forestation in the Brazilian Amazon, said
that, if deforestation were to adversely
affect Indian populations inhabiting the
forests, concern about it should not block
the imports of tropical wood products.
Such issues, he proposed, should be dealt
with by other organizations if they wish
to do so.

This raised my awareness of the
conflict between product and process in
the trade-environment debate. Should
the American consumer be concerned
only about a product itself and not about
the process by which it is made? Many
(if not most) trade people seem to argue

that it is sufficient to import a product if
the product itself causes no harm to
people or to the environment. Others
argue that trade restrictions should go
further than that.

If a product is produced by child
labor, or by the forced labor of political
prisoners, or with the use of chemicals
that are bad for the environment in the
country where the product is made, is
there a moral if not legal obligation to
block it from our marketplace? To block
the import of goods on the basis of how
they are produced in other countries goes
against current interpretations of inter-
national trade regulations and the idea
of free trade. To block imports on such
a basis impinges on another country's
sovereignty.

An example could be instructive. In
1991 the United States banned the import
of canned tuna from Mexico because, at
that time, relatively large numbers of
dolphin were killed along with the tuna.
This was a violation of a U.S. law.
Mexico protested the ban, arguing that
dolphins were not endangered; in fact,
the United States is much crueler to a
wide range of mammals than Mexico is
to dolphins. Furthermore, they pointed
to our wetlands laws that allow destruc-
tion of these areas and of breeding ranges
for such species as turtles, which in some
cases are endangered. An international
tribunal ruled that Mexican imports could
not be banned. The case is being recon-
sidered, but all agree that the ruling was
a correct one from a technocratic, trade
viewpoint. (In the past few years Mexico
has greatly reduced the loss of dolphins
resulting from the operations of its
fishing fleet, but the issue of national
laws versus international trade regula-
tions remains.)

A U.S. congresswoman recently said
that trade was one of the political tools
that governments needed to assert their
influence in order to protect the rights of
people. (She was specifically concerned
about widespread child labor in Mexican

manufacturing enterprises, some of
which happened to be subsidiaries of
American companies).

I suggested at the conference that the
human factor must be applied to any
consideration of trade regulations, but
the idea was not popular. Even the envi-
ronmental groups that were present
seemed to favor environmental protec-
tion but with little explicit mention of
protecting people. We must take more
interest in such seemingly benign issues
as trade, so that those issues are not left
to be decided by technocrats, who may
be more interested in bureaucratic rules
and regulations than in the welfare of
the people for whom those regulations
are allegedly being made.

Comments or feedback for the author
can be addressed to him at ESIG, cio
NCAR, Box 3000, Boulder, Colorado
80307-3000, phone 303-497-8117, fax
303-497-8125. Suggested reading on
this topic: Trade and the Environment:
Law, Economics, and Policy, edited by
Durwood Zaelke, Paul Orbuch, and
Robert Houseman (Island Press,
Washington; 1993).
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T he UCAR Corporate Affiliates Program
is seeking new members. Any corpo-

ration, association, or individual, worldwide,
may join. The program sponsors a number
of workshops, symposia and meetings for
members on important scientific, policy, and
environmental issues. Members receive the

Signal newsletter each month, plus other

timely reports issued by UCAR and other
organizations. Members are acknowledged
with listings in UCAR reports and receive a
certificate of membership that can be used

in public relations. (Of course, member-
ship does not imply any UCAR endorse-
ment of a company or its products.)

Annual fee for North American members is

$1,.500. Members outside North America

are charged $1,800 per year. This coupon
is provided for your convenience. Fill it
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